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I.

Introduction

In March 1998, surveying the evidence in Paula JonesÕs lawsuit against then-President Bill
Clinton, Time magazine offered that, Ò[i]n cases of alleged sexual harassment É Americans have
grown accustomed to weighing the word of one defendant against that of one plaintiff, the steadfast
denial against the angry accusation: he said, she said.Ó1 However accustomedÑto say nothing of
effectiveÑAmericans were in resolving he-said, she-said circumstances in 1998 is debatable. Even
then, the phrase Òhe said, she saidÓ more often meant something like Òtestimony in direct conflict,
with an implication that truth is therefore undiscoverable.Ó2 It could be a sort of rhetorical dodge to
downplay scandal or avoid digging into harassment allegations.
How much better are we equipped today to decide between Òthe steadfast denialÓ and the
Òangry accusationÓ of sexual misconduct and harassment? Twenty-plus years on, and again the
answer is debatable. #MeToo and other social and cultural developments have not only raised the
profile of these issues but corresponded with an increased number of sexual-harassment complaints
filed3 and perhaps even impacted the manner of corporate response to these complaints.4 The
EEOC reports that charges alleging sexual harassment increased by 13.6 percent in FY2018 over
FY2017, that those charges resulted in 23.6 percent more cause findings (nearly 1,200 such findings),
and that it recovered almost 50 percent more for sexual-harassment victims through enforcement
actions in that year ($70m in FY2018 versus $47.5m in FY2017).5 Meanwhile, a thread in this public
debate reflects a widely-held concern for false reporting and the due process rights of the accused.6
But even as the case-law and legal standards have developed, and even as #MeToo has
elevated the discussion of workplace and other sexual harassment, various forms of the he-said, shesaid dodge remain widely deployed. In a more recent highly public sexual-misconduct allegation, the
sworn testimony of multiple women was dismissed by many, once again, as a decades-old he-said,
she-said accusationÑwith the implication that the truth is beyond reach at this point. As one
commentator put it, Ò[u]ncorroborated plus uncorroborated plus largely uncorroborated is not the
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accumulation of questions, much less of evidence. It is the duplication of hearsay.Ó7 But this is a
credibility assessmentÑapparently strongly in the accusedÕs favorÑmasquerading as legal analysis.
Just how many Òduplicat[ed]Ó accusations would this commentator need before allowing that the
original accusation had some corroboration?
There was a time not too long ago when many commentatorsÑin legal contexts and
otherwiseÑargued that public policy should require rape and sexual assault claims to proceed only
where there is some sort of corroboration. This was the era when a respected jurist argued for
additional burdens in rape cases because Òladies lieÓÑin other words, that false reporting justified
this unusual additional evidentiary requirement.8 The sentiment was not new. Even when
recognizing that the common law did not require corroboration, an English judge in the late 17th
Century cautioned that, Òit must be remembered that [rape] is an accusation easily to be made and
hard to be proved[,] and harder to be defended by the party accused, tho never so innocent.Ó9 Some
states, most notably New York, passed laws requiring corroboration for sexual misconduct claims.10
This set rape, sexual assault, and other sexual misconduct apart in American law in disallowing the
plaintiffÕs stand-alone testimony to establish liability. (Treason, perjury, and some conspiracy claims
involving co-conspirator admissions were other notable exceptions.) Some of the history for this
atypical requirement is discussed below.
Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your perspective, the requirement for
independent or additional corroboration did not carry over into employment discrimination claims
when Congress enacted Title VII and other civil-rights legislation, or when the courts began
outlining the standards for hostile-work environment claims after Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson.11
Today, employment discrimination and retaliationÑlike all but a handful of federal causesÑrequire
no corroboration or heightened evidentiary showing.12 In most jurisdictions, including federal
courts, the testimony of a single witness is sufficient to support a verdict.13 There is no legal barrier
to hostile-work environment claims based solely on the victimÕs testimony, or any other
discrimination or retaliation claim even when the plaintiffÕs testimony stands alone against a host of
opposing witnesses. The jury in these civil cases is free to believe the lone plaintiffÑand to
disbelieve the opposing witnessesÑso long as it is rational to do so based on the evidence.
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